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Summary 

To ensure the better structural integrity and maximum safety of bulk carriers in the ship 

design phase, an appropriate corrosion margin is introduced by the classification societies, 

which should enable the exploitation of ships during the projected 25-year life cycle. The new 

Common Structural Rules introduce even higher corrosion margin value to ensure the structural 

integrity of the ship. This directly affects the increase in hull weight and thus the need for more 

total installed power and higher fuel consumption. Higher fuel consumption results in increased 

emissions which directly affects environmental pollution. For these reasons, efforts are being 

made to introduce alternative energy sources, cleaner fuel, ship weight reduction, and the 

overall economic efficiency of ships. Therefore, using experimental data collected on aging 

bulk carriers, the paper explores the corrosion margin reduction potential considering its impact 

on hull weight. Assuming that the corrosive processes occur after four years of operation, a 

linear model that describes the percentage of plate wear as a function of the as build-in the 

thickness of inner bottom plates (IBP) of fuel oil tanks (FOT) located on the double bottom of 

aging bulk carriers, is analyzed. Over the course of 25 years, the IBP segment was monitored 

on 36 different ships surveys. In this way, 520 input data describing the depth of corrosion were 

formed. At the same time, records were kept on the mean thickness of the original metal plate, 

which enabled systematization of the empirical database and grouping of measured values by 

intervals of original plate thicknesses, and simple conversion of corrosion depth into adequate 

percentage values. Depth corrosion percentages were represented by standard linear models 

known in the literature. Based on this analysis, representative numerical and graphical results 

were obtained. Conclusions from the paper can assist to optimize corrosion margin and the 

energy efficiency of future vessels. 

Key words: ships corrosion; inner bottom plates; corrosion depth; linear model 

1. Introduction 

Corrosion is one of the key mechanisms that accelerate the deterioration of the structural 

elements of a ship's in service. Accelerated corrosion requires the replacement of corroded 
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surfaces even before the planned life cycle of 25 years [1]. For this reason, it is crucial to 

determine the optimal value of the corrosion margin when designing a ship, so that the corrosion 

margin is within the allowable limits during the planned life cycle. 

Due to serious accidents that have occurred in previous decades, numerous studies have 

been conducted on bulk carriers and tankers [2, 3]. Significant research has been conducted in 

terms of discovering the mechanism of occurrence and development of corrosion and fatigue 

of different ships structures [4-8]. The analysis of individual structural elements as deck plating, 

inner bottom plating, transversal bulkheads, girders have been investigated [4, 6, 9, 10, 11]. 

Research of individual structure members is important to proposed planning maintenance or 

conduct different inspection procedures in order to achieve planned ships life cycle [12, 13, 14].  

Optimal determination of corrosion margin can be based on corrosion prediction as well as 

based on empirical data collected during the life cycle of ships in operation. Numerous 

influential parameters of the environment, operating conditions, transshipment cargo, 

maintenance system, and surface protection dominantly affect the operation of the ship and the 

condition of structural surfaces.  

So far, numerous studies have been conducted on extensive databases, to determine the 

appropriate corrosion margins, which would be added to the projected values during the 

determination of the calculated thicknesses of structural thicknesses. The most significant 

research was conducted by Guedes Soares et al. [15], Paik et al. [9-11, 16], Yamamoto and 

Ikagaki [17], Guo et al. [18], Garbatov et al. [19], Melchers [20], etc. 

With the introduction of the New CSR Net Thickness Methodology in 2006, ships are 

becoming heavier with a significantly increased corrosion margin, and a desire to be as safe as 

possible, and to guarantee both safety and maximum environmental protection [21].  

On the other hand, environmental pollution caused by exhaust emissions is under the 

attention of the international public with a tendency to reduce it until 2100. Marpol Annex VI 

seeks to reduce the use of Carbon to zero emission, which supports the desire to reduce 

environmental pollution. In parallel, efforts are being made to ensure energy efficiency in terms 

of introducing new energy sources and reducing the consumption of liquid fossil fuels. 

Alternative energy resource as electricity, liquefied natural gas, compressed natural gas, 

hydrogen, biodiesel and other can reduce the concentration of anthropogenic greenhouse gases 

(GHG) in the atmosphere. Furthermore, to reduce Carbon Footprint in the maritime sector, 

different technical (hull design, power, and propulsion, alternative fuels, alternative energy 

source) and operation decarbonization measures (optimized maintenance, fleet management, 

voyage optimization, slow steaming) can be implemented [22, 23]. Thus, heavier ships require 

more power in terms of providing the design speed and this is made more difficult by the 

increased deadweight of ships. In this sense, the aim is to achieve the optimization of the 

economic efficiency of the ship, through interventions on hull design and optimized 

maintenance, which is the intention of this paper. 

Corrosion margin should be also regarded from the hull steel weight point of view. 

Optimization of the hull weight becomes more acknowledged especially considering the novel 

IMO long-term energy efficiency policy where shipping should reduce their total annual GHG 

emissions up to 50% until 2050 compared to the 2008 levels [24]. To achieve that IMO has 

been adopting the short-term policies for newbuilding’s (that started from 2013), see [25] and 

for existing ships (starting from 2023), see [26]. This means, that every cargo ship larger than 

400 GT will meet more strengthened criteria on its energy efficiency every several years, 

expecting large modification of the fleet, since, for example, the majority of current bulk 

carriers cannot satisfy the anticipating 2023 requirements [26]. 

Besides alternative fuel and energy savings technologies being explored in that manner, 

the optimization of the hull appears to be still investigated, particularly concerning the 

hydrodynamic and hull weight optimizations - where corrosion addition plays a role. Corrosion 
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added value of 10%, 20%, or 25% on the calculated net thickness of the element increases its 

weight proportionally, hence, fine estimations need to be adopted for each structural element, 

which is to some extent the goal of this paper. Consequently, when considering the global scale 

of the ship hull: a lighter ship offers more cargo for the same speed and engine power or can 

transfer the same cargo with reduced engine power and hence, reduced emissions. 

From the standpoint of classification societies, the corrosion addition is a value added to 

the net scantlings of the structural elements (plantings and stiffeners). Net scantlings are 

calculated according to the prescribed classification societies’ formula and strength checks on 

which the corrosion addition is added to obtain gross scantlings – the ones which would be 

mounted on the ship. Corrosion addition varies depending on the position of the element, 

whether there is a fuel tank or ballast tank, etc. Therefore, it is important to properly estimate 

the corrosion addition especially taking into account its influence on the actual weight of the 

steel hull. Within the classification societies, the corrosion addition it’s given taking into the 

account ship's life span, which is usually 25 years. However, the corrosion effect is primarily 

related to the specific part of the ship, loadings, and the maintenance, so the life expectancy of 

the hull may be considered with reduction and therefore the corrosion addition may be 

reevaluated. 

Accordingly, this paper considers the possibility of reducing or increasing the corrosion 

margin and optimizing the hull design of the IBP of FOT, based on empirical data collected 

over aging bulk carriers. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyses the new common structure rules, 

data collecting methodology, available database, proposed problem, and related methodology.  

Section 3 describes the results and Section 4 presents the results obtained. 

2. Materials and Methods 

In this article, we analyze the IBP as a part of FOT located in the double bottom area of 

aging bulk carriers. Thus, the most important is the common structural rules for the construction 

of bulk carrier hull structures. During the operation of the ship, rules and regulations issued by 

classification societies define the minimum scope of thickness measurement, instructions for 

steel monitoring and repair. Furthermore, rules specify corrosion margin for steel substantial 

corrosion or steel for renewal. 

Considering the structure investigated in this paper, IACS Common Structural Rules for 

bulk carriers and Oil Tankers [27] state that the corrosion addition for IBP (of the fuel tanks 

within the double bottom of the bulk carriers) is determined by summation of the corrosion 

addition from the one side of the plating that acts as a fuel tank, the other side which is exposed 

to the dry bulk cargo hold and reserve thickness taken to be 0.5 mm, see Table 1.  

Table 1 Corrosion addition for IBP of the bulk carriers according to IACS [27] 

Type of bulk carriers 

according to their class 

notations in IACS, 

2021(BC – Bulk Carrier) 

Corrosion 

addition - 

fuel tank 

side [mm] 

Corrosion 

addition - dry 

bulk cargo 

hold side 

[mm] 

Reserve 

thickness 

[mm] 

Total 

corrosion 

addition 

[mm] 

BC-A and BC-B, L>150 m 
0.7 

3.7 
0.5 

4.9 

Other BC 2.4 3.6 

The value is constant concerning the calculated net thickness. Therefore, for several 

assumed net thicknesses of the inner bottom (see Table 2.) the corrosion addition percentage of 

the final gross scantlings decreases as the net thicknesses increase (see Figure 1.).  Bear in mind 
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that the minimum allowed total corrosion addition cannot be below 2 mm, according to IACS, 

2021. Also, rounding of the gross thickness value is adopted to be 0.5 or 0.0 mm following the 

IACS rule, for example: 10.75 m < t < 11.25 mm – adopted is 11 mm. and 11.25 m < t < 11.75 

mm – adopted is 11.5 mm [27]. 

Table 2 Corrosion addition percentage and gross thickness for IBP of the bulk carriers calculated according 

to IACS, 2021 

Type of BCs 

according to 

their class 

notations 

(see IACS) 

The 

assumed 

net 

thickness 

of the 

plating 

[mm] 

Total 

corrosion 

addition 

[mm] 

Gross 

thickness 

[mm] 

Corrosion 

addition as 

a 

percentage 

of gross 

thickness 

[mm] 

Final 

(rounded) 

gross 

thickness 

(see 

IACS) 

[mm] 

Corrosion 

addition as a 

percentage 

of final 

gross 

thickness 

[mm] 

BC-A, BC-

B, L>150 m 
10 4.9 14.9 0.329 15 0.333 

Other BC  3.6 13.6 0.265 13.5 0.259 

BC-A, BC-

B, L>150 m 
12 4.9 16.9 0.290 17 0.294 

Other BC  3.6 15.6 0.231 15.5 0.226 

BC-A, BC-

B, L>150 m 
14 4.9 18.9 0.259 19 0.263 

Other BC  3.6 17.6 0.205 17.5 0.200 

BC-A, BC-

B, L>150 m 
16 4.9 20.9 0.234 21 0.238 

Other BC  3.6 19.6 0.184 19.5 0.179 

BC-A, BC-

B, L>150 m 
18 4.9 22.9 0.214 23 0.217 

Other BC  3.6 21.6 0.167 21.5 0.163 

BC-A, BC-

B, L>150 m 
20 4.9 24.9 0.197 25 0.200 

Other BC  3.6 23.6 0.153 23.5 0.149 

On the other hand, the classification society has rules and regulations for existing ships 

with a proposed corrosion margin for a steel to be replaced due to extensive corrosion. 

Considering rules and regulations for existing ships more classification societies, for bulk 

carriers consider 20% to 25% of allowable diminution from as build-in plate thickness. For 

some structural areas Classification rules can consider a total reduction of 10% of whole 

considered structural areas (deck plating, inner bottom plating, bottom shell, etc.). This is 

crucially important to achieve an expected ship's life of 25 years. 

The type of cargo and the frequency of cargo operations, maintenance optimization, and 

other influenced factors have a key influence on the condition of IBP. Furthermore, if the 

corrosion process starts immediately upon exploitation start it is to be expected that it will start 

earlier for the replacement of corroded surfaces above the permitted acceptable classification 

permits. Therefore, if there is no data on the cracking of the surface coating and the initial 

corrosion, it is possible to assume that corrosion begins from 4 to 7 years [28].  In previous 
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research in this field, Paik et al. considered three types of coating life of 5.0, 7.5, and 10 years 

for different structural areas of bulk carriers [10].   

 

Fig. 1 Gross thickness and corrosion addition percentage plotted against net thickness, for IBP of the             

bulk carriers according to IACS. 2021 

Starting from the assumption that coatings protect metal structures four years after the 

exploitation starts, with the adequate application of the proposed methodology based on a linear 

model, moments when 10% and 15% of plate loss is reached could be detected. These values 

are prescribed by classification societies and represent extreme values that enter the zone of 

potential danger in the exploitation of ships. Analysis and assessment of the percentage wear 

of fuel oil tanks show that these structural areas cannot be used for 25 years, which is the 

projected service life of ships. 

2.1. A Brief Description of the Input Data Set 

Based on the previous research by the same author [28-31], the examined database included 

aging bulk carriers in exploitation whose ages varied between five and twenty-five years. The 

measured data were gathered between 2005 and 2017, whereby certain bulk carriers were 

measured one, two, or three times during the ship's special survey. 

Following the rules of the classification societies, the structural areas and the intensity of 

the measurement of structural plates and stiffening depending on the age of the ship are 

prescribed in detail. Therefore, each special survey requires certain thickness measurements 

that as a product determine the condition of ships in service. The scope of measurement was 

arranged by the Classification society and can be minimal (when corrosion does not exist) or 

increase with the intensity of corrosion and ships age. In this way, with the aging of ships, the 

number of measured data increases and it is necessary to systematize the data in terms of 

considering their trend of behavior. In this sense, during each of 36 special surveys, 102 fuel 

oil tanks were analyzed. Each fuel oil tank cover was considered in such a way that it was 

determined by the measured values in the imaginary cross-section of the tank (at the ends of 

tanks and on three same distances between the ends). Each cross-section considers a few 
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thicknesses measuring data and the average of these values consist of a total of 520 average 

thickness reduction data were obtained. These 520 input data values were the subject of further 

analysis of this article. 

As previously indicated, the paper analyzes only bulk carriers whose decay is, over time, 

caused by general corrosion and expressed as the percentage of the wear of steel plates. Table 

3. exhibits the database analyzed – the number of ships surveys concerning their age, the 

number of fuel oil tanks, number of transverse sections, and available build-in plate thickness 

of IBP of fuel oil tanks 

Table 3 The basic information of fuel oil tanks and their original plate thickness 

The age of 

ships (years) 

The number of 

ship’s surveys 

The number 

of tanks 

The number 

of sections 

Available build-in plate 

thickness (mm) 

0-5 4 9 45 17-18, 22-23 

5-10 4 10 50 16-17, 17-18 

10-15 7 19 100 16-17, 17-18 

15-20 12 39 200 15-16, 16-17, 17-18, 18-19, 

19-20, 20-21 

20-25 9 25 125 18-19, 19-20 

SUM: 36 102 520  

2.2. The proposed problem and related methodology 

In the relevant literature [32, 33], authors who intensively study corrosion and its impact 

on ship structures have proposed a model describing corrosion loss, denoted as 𝑑(𝑡), at the 

observed time 𝑡, as a power function of time 𝑡 expressed in years. These models usually start 

from the assumption that the time when the corrosive processes take influence is known, i.e., 

when the corrosive wear of the observed metal stricture begins. As a result, the linear corrosion 

model can be represented in the following form: 

𝑑(𝑡) = {
𝑐1(𝑡 − 𝑇𝑐𝑙)

𝑐2 , 𝑡 > 𝑇𝑐𝑙

0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
  (1) 

where 𝑑(𝑡) describes the corrosion depth, measured in mm or nm. The exploitation time, i.e., 

the moment of corrosion depth identification is denoted by 𝑡, while the time moment after which 

corrosive processes occur is denoted by 𝑇𝑐𝑙. The positive real coefficients of the model are 𝑐1 

and 𝑐2. The coefficient 𝑐1 corresponds to the value of the corrosion rate and is measured in 

mm/years or nm/months. The coefficient 𝑐2 regulates the influence of time on the depth of 

corrosion in the model, and as suggested by Paik et. al. in [9], its usual values are 1 or 1/3. In 

this paper, due to the assumption that the metal plates are protected by an anti-corrosive coating 

that guarantees protection for four years, we assume that 𝑇𝑐𝑙 =  4. In addition, the analysis of 

linear models is performed taking the coefficient 𝑐2 = 1, as suggested in the relevant literature 

[9]. 

As a consequence of these assumptions, the model shown in (1) is now transformed into 

the following form: 

𝑑(𝑡) = {
𝑐1(𝑡 − 4), 𝑡 > 4

0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑒
,   (2) 

where 𝑡 represents the elapsed time since the beginning of the operation of the ship in which 

corrosive processes were detected. 
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It is known that classification societies prescribe limit values for the percentage wear of 

metal structural elements of a ship. Guided by these regulations, we focus the analysis on the 

assessment of the percentage 𝑝(𝑡) of corrosion wastage concerning the average initial thickness 

of the structural bulk carrier. If the average initial structural thickness of the considered group 

of bulk carriers (𝑑0) is known, then it is possible to determine the value for 𝑝(𝑡), in the following 

way: 

𝑝(𝑡) =
𝑑(𝑡)

𝑑0
 (where 𝑡 > 𝑇𝑐𝑙).   (3) 

Using a simple mathematical calculation and taking into account formula (2) follows 

𝑝(𝑡) =
𝑑(𝑡)

𝑑0
=

𝑐1

𝑑0
(𝑡 − 𝑇𝑐𝑙) = 𝑝0(𝑡 − 𝑇𝑐𝑙) (where 𝑡 > 𝑇𝑐𝑙). (4) 

The linear model (4) describes the percentage wear of the metal structure due to the 

influence of corrosion. The percentage of wear is defined as a function of the exploitation time 

(𝑡) and the annual percentage rate of wear (𝑝0), but implicitly also it depends on the average 

original thickness of the metal plate 𝑑0. 

3. Results 

Due to the assumption that corrosion starts after four years of exploitation and based on the 

expression (4) 𝑇𝑐𝑙 = 4 can be incorporated in the linear model, resulting in expression for 

estimation of annual percentage wastage 𝑝0 for the IBPs of the investigated fuel oil tanks on 36 

ships surveys, i.e., 

𝑝0 =
𝑑(𝑡)

(𝑡−4)𝑑0
=

𝑝(𝑡)

(𝑡−4)
  (5) 

under restriction 𝑡 > 4. 

 

Fig. 2 The available 520 input data sets obtained for IBP 

The empirical database is graphically shown in Figure 2. Each of the 520 data set calculated 

percentage wear plate thicknesses is associated with one point in Figure 2. The percentage wear 
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rates are calculated relative to the observed original metal plate thicknesses, taking into account 

the average thickness of each observed section. These empirical data served to form a linear 

model and determine the functional dependence of the model parameters. Based on the analysis, 

it is possible to determine the time moments when the observed thicknesses of metal plates are 

subject to critical (i.e., prescribed limit) values of percentage wear as a consequence of 

corrosion. 

Table 4. shows some of the standard descriptive statistics for 520 empirical input set data 

expressed as the percentage of corrosion wastage and later subjected to analysis in this paper. 

Empirical data were grouped based on the original thickness of the metal plate into three sets: 

original thicknesses from 15 mm to 17 mm, 17 mm to 19 mm, and 19 mm to 23 mm. For each 

set of empirical data, the relevant numerical characteristics, as well as the values of the first and 

third percentiles, are given, which will later be used in the analysis of linear models. 

Table 4 The descriptive statistics of the IBP empirical data 

𝟏𝟓 ≤ 𝒅𝟎 < 𝟏𝟕 𝟏𝟕 ≤ 𝒅𝟎 < 𝟏𝟗 𝟏𝟗 ≤ 𝒅𝟎 ≤ 𝟐𝟑 

Statistic Value Statistic Value Statistic Value 

Sample Size 170 Sample Size 250 Sample Size 100 

Mean 14.2553 Mean 9.0276 Mean 13.344 

Min 0.8 Min 0 Min 0.2 

Max 28.3 Max 32.9 Max 29.3 

Std. Deviation 6.66699 Std. Deviation 8.92447 Std. Deviation 10.8267 

25% (Q1) 9.8 25% (Q1) 2.2 25% (Q1) 0.6 

75% (Q3) 19.4 75% (Q3) 11.7 75% (Q3) 20.3 

In some of the related papers presented by, Ivošević et al. [28, 31] a complete database of 

570 empirical data for corrosion wear in the structural area of IBP expressed in mm was used. 

Due to the incompleteness of the database, some measurements were eliminated from 

consideration, which resulted in a reduced database of 520 measurements, which were used for 

this work. All measurements with a corrosion depth of less than 0.3 mm were eliminated 

because these values can be considered negligible and treated as the absence of corrosion. In 

addition, all measurements for which no data on the original thickness of the metal plate was 

registered were rejected. These 520 remaining data sets related to the recorded corrosion depths 

were converted into appropriate percentage values. As the thickness of the original plates of the 

IBP structure varies, these thicknesses were first grouped in three intervals, namely [15,17), 

[17,19), [19,23], where the boundaries of the interval are expressed in mm. The intervals are 

numbered in ascending order of the lower bound so that they are associated with the ordinal 

number 𝑖, where 𝑖 ∈ {1,2,3}, and the average value of the interval is denoted by 𝑑𝑖 where 𝑑𝑖 ∈

{16,18,21}. Each original thickness of the observed steel plate can be associated with one of the 

previously formed intervals. In this way, it is possible to determine the total number of samples 

belonging to the formed interval 𝑖 and 𝑖 ∈ {1,2,3}. The average value of the original thickness of 

the IBPs 𝑑0 is calculated according to the form for grouped data as follows 

𝑑0 =
1

𝑁
∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑛(𝑑𝑖)

3
𝑖=1   (6) 

where 𝑛(𝑑𝑖) represents the frequency of 𝑑𝑖, 𝑖 ∈ {1,2,3}.  

The total number of samples, i.e., the measured corrosion depths, which correspond to the 

observed interval of the original steel thicknesses, is denoted by 𝑁, and since this value is known 

it is possible to calculate the value of the original average metal plate thickness 𝑑0. Based on 

that, empirical data expressed in mm are easily further transformed into the corresponding 
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percentages. The percentages obtained as described and presented in Table 2. were subjected 

to additional analysis and fitting of the linear models described by expressions (4) and (5), thus 

obtaining the following analytical models of corrosion for each considered interval: 

p1
Q1(t) = 0.51508(t − 4) (7) 

p2
Q1(t) = 0.09680(t − 4) (8) 

p3
Q1(t) = 0.44615(t − 4) (9) 

p1
M(t) = 1.06222(t − 4) (10) 

p2
M(t) = 0.65046(t − 4) (11) 

p3
M(t) = 0.67599(t − 4) (12) 

p1
Q3(t) = 1.48069(t − 4) (13) 

p2
Q3(t) = 1.10056(t − 4) (14) 

p3
Q3(t) = 1.27165(t − 4) (15) 

where 𝑡 ≥ 4. 

In the linear models (7)-(15), the lower index, which takes the values 1,2, and 3, represents 

the ordinal number of the observed interval, as mentioned earlier. The notation that appears in 

the exponent shows the set of empirical data that was analyzed. Namely, for each observed 

interval, the corresponding set of empirical data is divided into three subgroups, by separately 

observing the values from the first quartile, mean values, and values from the third quartile 

(Table 4.). In this way, for all three intervals [15,17), [17,19), [19,23], three linear models were 

formed that reflects the behavior of percentage wear if the lowest (models (7)-(9)), mean 

(models (10)-(12)), and highest values (models (13)-(15)) are observed. The model coefficients 

in front of the brackets represent the annual percentage rate of corrosion growth. 

The formed linear models (7)-(15) are graphically represented in Figure 3. as linear 

functions. Figure 3. also shows the empirical data grouped by the elapsed time of exploitation, 

expressed in years. 

Based on the graphical representation and expressions shown in linear models (7)-(15), 

different percentages of wear behavior are observed, depending on the original thickness of the 

steel plate. It is worth mentioning that the minimal percentage of corrosion wear is observed on 

plates with original thickness between 17 mm and 19 mm. 

Legislation used by some classification societies states that the critical values of the 

percentage loss of entire structural areas are 10%. Additionally, this paper analyses the limit 

value of 15% loss. Guided by these regulations and based on linear regression, it is possible to 

estimate the time in the operation of ships, when individual structures reach the prescribed limit 

values and are practically unusable. Of particular importance is the determination of the time 

when the estimated maximum percentage of corrosion wear reaches these critical values. 

Namely, as soon as one of the structures shows a tendency to reach the limit, it can be said that 

the whole ship is unusable and that it is necessary to either repair and replace extremely 

damaged parts or even ultimately eliminate the ship from use. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 3 Linear models for minimal (a), mean (b), and maximal (c) percentage of corrosion wear as a 

function on t 

Based on this consideration, the further analysis included only linear models (13)-(15) 

which refer to the data from the third quartiles, i.e., to the data showing the extreme values of 

the percentage wear of the metal plate, from each observed thickness interval. By equating the 
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expressions that appear in models (13)-(15) with critical values of 10% and 15%, respectively, 

the critical values for 𝑡 expressed in years are obtained, and Table 5. is formed. This table shows 

time moments when the individual thicknesses of the original steels plates from the IBP 

structure reach their critical percentage wear values. 

Table 5. Time when the critical values of percentage wear are reached 

 Original thickness intervals 𝒑(𝒕) = 𝟏𝟎% 𝒑(𝒕) = 𝟏𝟓% 

𝒑𝟏
𝑸𝟑(𝒕) [15,17) 𝑡 = 10.8 years 𝑡 = 14.1 years 

𝒑𝟐
𝑸𝟑(𝒕) [17,19) 𝑡 = 13.1 years 𝑡 = 17.6 years 

𝒑𝟑
𝑸𝟑(𝒕) [19,23] 𝑡 = 11.9 years 𝑡 = 15.8 years 

 

The observed linear models (13)-(15) and the predefined critical values of 10% and 15% 

are shown in Figure 4. For example, for thicknesses of original steels from the interval [17,19), 

the predicted time to reach the critical value of 10% percentage wear is 13.1 years, while the 

same value of 10% in the case of steel thickness [15,17) reaches in 10.8 years. 

 

 

Fig. 4 Critical values for maximal percentage wear of IBP 

From Figure 4. it can be observed that the corrosive processes on IBP are very intense so 

that the recommendation that the entire structural area should be replaced could occur between 

10 and 13 years of usage. Considering that the projected life of the ship is 20 to 25 years, it 

becomes clear that from the point of view of the IBP area, it is not possible to reach these time 

intervals, and that the IBP area is one of the structural areas showing the most intensive 

tendencies to corrosion. 

Figure 5. shows empirical data on the wear of IBP fuel oil tanks of aging bulk carriers 

taking into account the different built-in thicknesses of steel plates. For bulk carriers aged 20 

years, a complete empirical database is used, so that it was possible to consider an entire curve 

that corresponds to each observed thickness interval. From the graphs, it can be concluded that 

for thicknesses of 15-17 mm and 19-23 mm, there is a trend of increasing corrosive wear. 

However, in the case of 17-19 mm thicknesses, a decrease in the wear speed of metal plates is 

evident. For other groups of ships aged 5, 10, 15, and 25 years, incomplete empirical databases 
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are observed. To compensate for the non-existent data and form complete curves, the results 

from the regression analysis were used. In Figure 5., the empirical mean values of the corrosion 

depth estimates are plotted in solid lines, while the predicted values obtained by regression 

analysis (see formulas 10-12) are represented by dashed lines. 

 

 

Fig. 5 Simultaneous presentation of IBP percentage loss curves and prescribed IACS critical values 

It can be seen from Figure 5. that the prescribed IACS margins can be applied only for steel 

plate thicknesses of 19-23 mm and for ships that have been in usage for 25 years. For the 

remaining two IBP thickness intervals, this assumed corrosion margin is too large. Considering 

the above criteria, it becomes obvious that the corrosion margin prescribed by the IACS rules 

is overestimated. However, if stricter criteria are considered that consider a 10% or 15% 

reduction in entire areas of IBP, a large amount of IBP would be replaced before the projected 

25 operational years are reached.  

From the conducted research, it is concluded that there is a possibility of optimizing the 

thicknesses of the built-in plates of IBP in terms of achieving optimal ship design and better 

energy efficiency of ships. 

4. Conclusion 

This paper investigates a linear model for estimating the percentage of corrosion wear of 

IBP of bulk carrier fuel oil tanks concerning the build-in plate thickness. The percentage of 

wear is considered as a function of the service life with the initial assumption that corrosive 

coatings protect the metal plate for four years, after which corrosive processes occur. Based on 

520 empirical input set data of measured corrosion depth values expressed in mm and based on 

build-in plate thicknesses grouped into three disjoint categories, an equivalent empirical 

database was obtained describing the percentage of the corrosive wear of IBPs of bulk carriers. 

Conventional linear models for corrosive processes were applied to each of the three 

considered groups of original steel plate thicknesses. Within each of these groups, linear models 

that best describe minimum, average, and maximum corrosive processes are fitted. This 

procedure has formed, in total, 9 models that can predict the percentage of wear of each category 

of the thickness of the original plate depending on the time of exploitation. 
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From the conducted analyses of three considered ranges of build-in plate thickness, it could 

be concluded that, during the exploitation period, IBP with thickness ranging between 17 mm 

and 19 mm is showing less corrosion waste percentage comparing to the one produced by 

thicknesses having interval of 15-17 mm and 19-23 mm. 

More precisely, based on the conducted research, it is possible to optimize the corrosion 

margin during the process of designing a ship. This can be concluded due to a large part of the 

steel surface do not reach 25 years of service of life, for which it was originally designed. The 

optimization of the corrosion margin has just left the potential for lighter ships and thus hurt 

the energy efficiency of bulk carriers.  

These results need further investigation to check what is the real source of such distribution, 

whether it is related to the particular part and exploitation of the structure or other cause. 

Analogous research can be conducted on extended databases with more vessels, measuring 

thickness data and different input data of ship's operation and maintenance activities.  The 

second direction of research can be carried out by analyzing more complex nonlinear models 

of corrosive processes. 
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